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Zenryoku Shonen / Sukimaswitch (2005) 

Lyrics: Takuya Ohashi & Shintaro Tokita,  Interpretation: Norick 

 

Tsumazuite koronde tara oiteka renda 

(If I’m stumbling and tumbling, I will be left behind) 

Doromizu no naka kyo mo yoromeki nagara susumu 

(Then I have to stagger through the muddy water today again) 

 

Yogore chimatta boku no sekai uita hanashi nado nai 

(In my corrupted world, there’s nothing joyful) 

Shimitsuita kodoku ronri nugue naku natte iru 

(Now I can’t wipe away the ingrained logic of loneliness) 

 

Tamesarete made mo koko ni iru koto wo kimeta noni 

(Even though I decided to stay here in spite of being tested) 

Jumon no yoni ”Shikata nai” to tsubuyaite ita 

(I was muttering “It can’t be helped” just like a spell) 

 

Tsumiageta mono bukkowashite mi ni tsuketa mono topparatte 

(Wrecking everything you piled up and putting off all you equipped) 

Tomedo nai chi to ase de kawaita no wouruose 

(Soak your parched brain with endless blood and sweat) 

Ano koro no bokura wa kitto zenryoku de shonen datta 

(We were certainly the boys in those days with all our might) 

 

Sekai wo hiraku no wa dare da?  

(Who will open up the world?) 

 

Asobu koto wasurete tara oite karenda 

(If I forget about having fun, I will grow old and get withered) 

Kokontoko wa shigoto only warae naku natte ru 

(As I do nothing but work lately I can’t even smile any more) 

 

Garakuta no naka ni kagayaite ita mono ga ippai atta daro?  

(Wasn’t there a lot of glitter in a pile of junk?) 

“Taisetu na mono” subete umore te shimau mae ni 

(Before all of “precious things” get buried) 

 



Saegiru mono wa buttobashi te matowaritsuku mono kawashi te 

(Breaking the obstructions in your way and dodging the clinging maters to you) 

Tomedo nai chi to namida de kawaita shinzo uruose 

(Soak your parched heart with endless blood and tears) 

Ano koro no bokura wa kitto zenryoku de shonen datta 

(We were certainly the boys in those days with all our might) 

 

Obie te taranani mo umare nai  

(Nothing will come out if you are scared) 

 

Yodonda keshiki ni kotae wo mitsuke dasu no wa mo yame da!  

(I’m done with finding out a solution in the stagnant scenery!) 

Nigotta mizu mo atarashii kibou [hikari] de sugu ni sumiwatatte iku 

(Even the muddy water clears up soon with a new hope [light]) 

 

Tsumiageta mono bukkowashite mi ni tsuketa mono topparatte 

(Wrecking everything you piled up and putting off all you equipped) 

Ikue ni kasanari au egaita yume he no hobutusen 

(Picture the multifold parabolas towards the dream that we drew) 

Magire mo naku bokura zutto zenryoku de shonen nanda 

(We’re the boys without doubt all the way with all our might) 

 

Sekai wo hiraku no wa boku da 

(I’m the one who will open up the world)  

 

Shikai wa mou sumikitte ru 

(Now my vision is perfectly clear) 


